take a look at the future of asset management

digital solutions to sustain performance & flow

Oil Plus

brings you a range of innovative digital solutions. Our deep

domain knowledge of operation and constraints at the front line of oil & gas
has allowed us to deliver efficiencies through the advances in technology
to maximise performance, flow, reliability & resilience with ease,
without breaking your budget.
Behind our intuitive interface lies our proprietary modular source
code which allows us the flexibility to meet the exact needs of our
clients. Our solutions are applicable to installations of all ages, they
integrate with established systems like PI, SAP & Maximo and can be
easily implemented in parallel with existing systems and processes.

Benefits
Our digital workflows and mobile apps help
asset teams to simplify, standardise and digitise;
to improve both efficiency and quality of risk so
they can be consistently effective in the use of
their valuable, but often limited, resources.

vulnerabilities, and the financial impact of each
decision, we give management a robust
governance model and the insight to direct
focus, mitigation and corrective actions in the
most cost-effective and profitable manner.

Enkelt are a member of the prestigious IBM Eco
System Partnership and with their support we
have integrated our solutions with Maximo and
SAP, so we can expand upon the ERP value and
enhance business intelligence with our intuitive
web and specialist mobile applications.

Managing Backlog & Investments

New Dimension to Risk & Resilience

Easy to Implement & Use

Leading London energy underwriters have
joined IBM in the recognition of our unique and
fresh approach to reduce business interruptions
and improve the quality of risk and resilience
throughout the life of oil & gas assets.

We provide a simple and cost-effective entry
point to digitisation. With our deep oil & gas
domain knowledge we build simple and intuitive
user interfaces, delivering customers pragmatic
and low-cost integrated digitised workflows.

As industry leaders, they value our simple,
proactive methodology that provides insight and
oversight to prioritise, influence operations,
investment and strategy decisions. With our
disciplined process to identify and analyse

Using IBM Bluemix Cloud solutions and offline
mobile apps, we provide a system with minimal
investment and disruption, eliminating the need
for expensive hardware and the creation of
expansive Wi-Fi networks.

This approach has proven to manage backlog,
drive operational improvement, reduce losses,
guide budget decisions and create asset and
team resilience. It is also the most effective way
to assure compliance to the ISO 55000 standard.

Solutions
IntegrityPRO is our integrated asset performance & enterprise risk management solution. Designed to
consistently improve reliability and reduce the potential for risks to materialise, escalate and recur. It
allows management to prioritise focus and investment to mitigate the source of the greatest potential
losses. Making it easier to sustain operations and extend asset life with our pragmatic approach to;
•

Reduce downtime, losses, costs & risks

•

Improve safety, performance, integrity, reliability & resilience

Planned Maintenance Shutdown & Project Management Solution integrates Maximo & SAP into a digital
workflow to manage worklists, material & action trackers, project risks, flange break, leak test, scaffold &
rigging with our mobile apps to save time and reduce potential for error during this critical period.
Mobile Maximo & SAP greatly reduces the administrative burden for those in the field, allowing them to
view & edit work orders & inspections, pdf’s & docs while adding images & notations. Our applications
work offline on ATEX rated mobile devices to provide more valuable time wherever our client needs it.
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